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I ABSTRACT 
 

Through the continuous technical developments of the last decades, the building and 

construction sectors have been transformed through the integration of computer based planning 

instruments and the digitalization of processes. A large player in this is building information 

modelling (BIM), a method facilitating the many fields in this sector through increasing 

capabilities and efficiency. 

 

Furthermore, increasing consciousness for environmental sustainability and energy 

consumption also see its influences in the building and construction sector, in large due to legal 

regulations. The application of energy simulation tools in combination with building 

information modelling presents many possibilities, yet also a large vulnerability exists in the 

seamless data exchange between its interfaces. 

 

In this paper, the BIM method and its underlying concepts and processes are outlined. 

Moreover, its current role in Germany as well as its implementation internationally are 

presented. Energy needs analysis and its special requirements, as well as its realization into the 

BIM method have then been outlined. This necessitates a further analysis of the popular 

common data exchange formats in this domain. Two of these formats are examined in greater 

detail with regards to their content and structure. Finally a conclusion and outlook present some 

of the challenges in the exchange process and outline some of the future potentials in this 

domain. 
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II KURZZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
 
 
Technische Entwicklungen im Verlauf der letzten Jahrzehnte haben durch die Integration 

computergestützter Planungsinstrumente und die Digitalisierung von Prozessen auch 

tiefgreifende Neuerungen für den Bausektor bedeutet. Einer der wichtigsten Treiber in diesem 

Prozess ist Building Information Modelling (BIM), eine Arbeitsmethode, die durch neue 

technische Möglichkeiten und eine signifikante Effizienzsteigerung viele Bereiche 

transformiert und erleichtert. 

 

Auch das stetig wachsende Bewusstsein für Umwelt und Nachhaltigkeit sowie daraus 

resultierende strengere gesetzliche Richtlinien nehmen in hohem Maße Einfluss auf den 

Bausektor. Die Anwendung von Software zur Energiesimulation in Kombination mit Building 

Information Modeling bietet hier viele neue Möglichkeiten und Chancen. Gleichzeitig liegt im 

reibungslosen Datenaustausch zwischen verschiedenen Formaten und Schnittstellen jedoch 

eine Herausforderung die noch Schwachstellen aufweist. 

 

In der nachfolgenden Arbeit wird zunächst die Arbeitsmethode BIM, sowie die 

zugrundeliegenden Konzepte und Prozesse klar definiert. Daraufhin findet eine nähere 

Beleuchtung der aktuellen Rolle von BIM in Deutschland und der internationalen 

Implementierung statt. Im nächsten Schritt wird die energetische Bedarfsanalyse mit ihren 

speziellen Anforderungen vorgestellt und auf ihre Anwendbarkeit im Rahmen der BIM-

Methode untersucht. Hierfür ist eine nähere Analyse der gängigsten Datenaustauschformate in 

diesem Bereich notwendig, zwei dieser Formate werden zudem im weiteren Verlauf einer 

tiefergehenden Betrachtung hinsichtlich Struktur und Inhalt unterzogen. Schließlich soll ein 

Fazit zu den aktuellen Herausforderungen des Austauschprozesses getroffen sowie ein 

Ausblick auf das zukünftige Potenzial in diesem Anwendungsbereich gegeben werden. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. MOTIVATION 
Like many of the industries today, the incorporation of computers and digitalisation 

of methods is in the process of revolutionizing the building industry. Starting with the 

introduction of Computer-aided design (CAD) programs, with its roots as far back as 

1963 where Ivan Sutherland introduced the Sketchpad program, the decades that 

followed saw the benefits of incorporating computers in far more than purely the 

visualisation of a building’s design (Quirk, 2012). By now, the use of digital models 

represented by intelligent objects and their relationships has reached far more 

disciplines involved in the building process and have enabled an increase in capabilities 

and efficiency. This concept has come to be known as Building Information Modelling, 

or in short, BIM. It incorporates the many stakeholders involved in a building from the 

architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) disciplines and has the ability to 

accompany a building in its entire lifecycle from design, over construction and 

operation to even its demolition (Eastman, 2011). 

 

With the growing concern for the environment and trend to fight climate change 

and reduce energy consumption, it is inevitable that a link to the building sector has 

synthesized. In Germany, a contributing factor for this is the objective and motivation 

of the government, which has implemented laws and regulations regarding energy 

performance of buildings and their facilities. With this goal of optimizing the 

environmentally sustainable construction of buildings, tools and methods to study 

energy performance of buildings as well as integrating products and materials with low 

environmental impacts, immerged in the software industry. 

 

While the application of BIM has been actively adopted in many of the AEC 

industries throughout the building process, such as for drawing extractions, estimation 

of costs and materials etc. (Eastman, 2011), its integration for energy analysis is 

presently still limited. It is, however, gaining increasing popularity in the research 

community (Moon et al., 2011). One of the main vulnerabilities in the integration is the 

seamless exchange of the data between the varying software tools and their interfaces 

in the process, that is, the interoperability. Many times the model’s data as contained in 
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BIM has to be recreated in the simulation software, which is costly and labor intensive 

as well as error-prone.  

 

The quality of data contained in a digital model is of immense importance for the 

successful use and implementation of BIM. The focus on this and its many applications 

has much potential for not only the building industry but also the successful energy-

conscious development of society. 

 

1.2. OBJECTIVE OF THIS THESIS 
The objective of this bachelor’s thesis is to closely examine the exchange process 

between building information modelling and energy simulation. Through a detailed 

look at the BIM process as well as the fundamentals of energy needs analysis, insight 

on the information requirement for the exchange is hoped to be gained. Furthermore, 

the popular common exchange data formats in this domain as well as their capabilities 

will be presented and inspected. 

 

1.3. APPROACH/METHODS 
The starting point of this analysis will be the definition of BIM and the fundamental 

concepts and methods deployed in the process. This will include an insight on the 

underlying object oriented and parametric modelling principles. Furthermore, the role 

BIM plays in Germany with regards to implementations from a normative and legal 

perspective will be presented as well as also the status in some other countries in Europe 

and the rest of the world, to gain some comparative insight.  

 

After this, energy needs analysis, its role in the German building sector as well as 

existing software applications supporting its implementation will be outlined. For this, 

a closer look at the common data exchange formats will be necessary. Thus some of 

the formats will be introduced and the two most widely used ones in this domain will 

be examined in greater detail. This will be done by generating a simple structure in a 

BIM application and consequently examining and comparing the content and structure 

of the two formats after they have been exported from the application.  
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2. BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING-BIM 
 

While BIM is gaining increasing relevance in the German building sector, consistent 

understandings of the term are still not unanimous. For this reason, BIM and the 

associated concepts will first be distinguished, along with some background on its role 

nationally as well as internationally. 

 

2.1. DEFINING THE TERM 
BIM, short for Building Information Modeling, is to be understood as a working 

process in the building industry. For a distinguished definition of the term, we look to 

the National Building Information Model Standard Project Committee (NBIMS), a 

committee of the National Institute for Building Sciences (NBIS) which is the 

organisation dedicated to standardizations of BIM and its related processes in the United 

States (NBIMS, 2015): 

 

“Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital representation of physical and 

functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a shared knowledge resource for 

information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-

cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition.” 

 

To further elaborate, BIM encompasses all project relevant parameters of a 

building in a central data base, the BIM-model, to which all the different stakeholders 

involved in the project have access to. BIM facilitates the extraction, update or 

adjustment of the facility’s information by the varying stakeholders and can therefore 

visualize and represent the entire lifecycle as visualized in Figure 1, from the initial 

planning stages over construction, up until the demolition (NBIMS, 2015).   
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Figure 1: BIM Lifecycle (www.buildipedia.com) 

 

Moreover, Eastman notes that BIM doesn’t just represent a purely technological 

role for the industry, but all together a process related one. BIM not only influences the 

way buildings are drawn and visualized, but also the key processes involved in putting 

together a building (Eastman, 2011). 

 

2.2. THE ROLE OF BIM- INTERNATIONALLY AND IN GERMANY 
In Germany, the integration of BIM in the building process is still in the very early 

stages of implementation (Borrmann, 2015). This becomes especially apparent when 

looking at the situation in other countries, where its role in building projects is far more 

significant (NAX, 2014): 

 

-Denmark: BIM is mandatory for all local and regional public building projects with a 

contract value of more than 2, 7 million EURO and 670 000 EURO for government 

buildings. 

-Finland: Already as of 2007, the state-owned enterprise “Senate Properties” requires 

that submitted virtual models comply with the IFC standard. 
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-UK: Starting 2016, the planning and construction of all public buildings must be done 

using BIM data.  

-Netherlands: Since 2011, the use of BIM is mandatory for all public buildings with a 

value of over 10 million EURO. 

-Norway: BIM is required for all projects of the state building authorities. 

-Austria: An ÖNORM (Austrian Standard) for BIM has been established. 

-Singapore: The use of BIM is mandatory for all projects as of 2015. 

-USA: The General Service Administration, the US Army Corps of Engineers as well 

as the states Wisconsin and Texas, have made the use of BIM mandatory. 

 

Especially noteworthy is the BIM strategy in the United Kingdom. The ambitions 

of the Government Construction Strategy, published in 2011, has made the UK one of 

the leading countries in adopting digital technologies in the construction sector. It aims 

to reduce costs in this sector by 15-20% and lower emissions by 50% through the 

incorporation of digital technologies (Cabinet Office, 2011). To support the strategy, a 

“BIM Task Group” has been implemented. A three level maturity model has been 

created, as shown in Figure 2, describing the capability to control and exchange 

information. By 2016 the use of Level 2 BIM is required for all public building plans. 

Initiatives for Level 3 “Open & Shared” BIM are also already underway (BIM Task 

Group, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 2: UK BIM maturity model (www.building.co.uk) 
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While there are no mandatory regulations regarding BIM in Germany, activities in 

this direction are currently strongly progressing (Borrmann, 2015). In 2013, the Federal 

Institute for Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development drafted a BIM guide for 

Germany. The guide defines necessary terms, provides an overview of implementing 

BIM nationally as well as internationally and answers questions regarding data 

exchange and the organisation of model-based cooperation. While it contains no 

binding regulations, it strongly urges the drafting of a BIM-Directive in the near future 

(Egger at al., 2013).  

 

The Association of German Engineers (“Verein Deutscher Ingenieure”, VDI), 

which is responsible for providing national normative frameworks, is also working on 

establishing BIM in the German construction sector. They have implemented a BIM 

Coordination Group with an agenda to establish guidelines for the use of BIM in the 

construction and building sector (VDI, 2015). At the same time, the German Institute 

for Standardization (“Deutsches Institut für Normung”, DIN) are working parallel to 

also transform these guidelines into official “DIN” standards (Borrmann, 2015).  

 

2.3. BIM CONCEPT 
The central element of the BIM method is the digital model. The underlying 

concepts and processes involved in generating this model will be outlined in the 

following.  

 

2.3.1. OBJECT ORIENTED MODELLING 

 In information technologies, the process of describing complexities in the real 

world as a conglomerate of objects, is known as object oriented modelling (OOM). 

This method is generally made up of three successive processes: object oriented 

analysis (OOA), object oriented design (OOD) and object oriented programming 

(OOP). The analysis outlines what problem needs to be solved and defines the 

requirements for the model. The design process outlines the conceptual solution to the 

problem. In this phase the model is structured and the objects contained in the model 

are defined. Furthermore specifications on how the objects will behave and what 

relationships exist between them are distinguished. In the final phase the model is 

implemented or programmed into the software. This step also clarifies which 
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programming language is used as well as which data structure and algorithms are 

applied (Borrmann, 2015). 

 

The central focus of this modelling method is the “object”. In this sense, an object 

is a tangible unit describing an item, which can be something which physically exists 

such as walls, columns or ceilings or something which is conceptual such as a rooms, 

external loads or tasks (Borrmann, 2015). 

 

Similar objects are grouped together in classes. A class describes the structure and 

behavior of these similar objects and thus represents a type of template for them. 

Furthermore, objects are assigned attributes, which describe their properties, 

relationships and components. While all objects in a class have the same attributes, the 

attribute values are what distinguishes them. Therein an attribute acts as placeholder 

for the future inputted values. Through assigning information to the attributes during 

the modelling process, the objects become a concrete instance of the class, which are 

the components, which make up the model (Borrmann, 2015).  

 

Another important factor of object oriented modelling are the relationships between 

objects or classes. Relationships can exist in many arrangements. These relationships 

can be hierarchical, in form of a heredity between a class and its subclasses representing 

further specializations or associative, between two or more objects in a same class or 

level of classes, which can represent different dependencies or functionalities 

(Borrmann, 2015). 
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Figure 3: Example of Classes, Attributes and Relationships 

 
 

2.3.2. PARAMETRIC MODELLING 

Another underlying concept used in the BIM method is parametric modelling. 

Parametric modelling enables the definition of dependencies and constraints between 

parameters. This can be applied to the attributes of geometric objects, for example the 

height, length, width, position and orientation of a wall and so, define that all walls on 

a storey have the same height. If then the height is changed, all walls of this storey 

would automatically be adapted. In BIM, this concept is implemented on two levels. 

On the one level it is used for the generation of the parametric construction components 

and on the other level it helps define the position and orientation of the components 

within the concrete building model (Borrmann, 2015).  

 

2.3.3. BIM PROCESS 

The collaboration of the different BIM processes generates a unified digital model 

of a building. For this, the object-oriented paradigm as described above is applied. Thus 

the model is represented through a combination of objects, which contain all the project 

relevant information regarding the planning, construction and operation. These objects 

not only encompass three dimensional geometric information but also other data about 

the product such as function, material, technical properties or costs. These can be 

accessed through the incorporation of specialised catalogues as part of the BIM design 

tools, which contain predefined components such as walls, columns, windows, doors 

etc. These components can be customised at any time by changing the attribute values, 

adding further features or defining relationships to other objects. Thus, during the 
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modelling process, the definition of components, rooms and building structures, to 

which its sub-components are arranged hierarchically, can represent the building with 

its authentic structure (Borrmann, 2015). 

 

Through this method a data model is created with geometric as well as 

alphanumerical values. All stakeholders involved in the project have access to this 

model over interfaces and therefore changes, adaptions and extensions from the varying 

domains in the planning process can be integrated and saved. For example, specific 

attributes regarding deflection or compressive strength would be incorporated by the 

structural engineers or the specific attributes regarding necessary air exchange rate 

would be contributed by the division for technical facilities (Niedermaier, Bäck, 2014). 

 

Figure 4: Stakeholder Involvement Concept (www.aristeo.com) 
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The involvement of the numerous stakeholders generates many interfaces, 

which ideally should have a seamless data flow without information loss. 

Unfortunately, due to the fact that the software tools for the large range of applications 

are produced by various manufacturers, data exchange and interoperability realistically 

present a challenge in the industry. The data exchange between applications is many 

times insufficient or altogether not possible and results in the costly and error-prone 

manual re-entry of information (Borrmann, 2015). 

 

To solve this problem, an open, product-neutral data model has been established, 

which aims to facilitate the complete and error-free data exchange between the varying 

applications throughout a building’s lifecycle: the Industry Foundation Classes, short 

IFC. This standardised data format defines an integrated, object oriented and semantic 

model including all components, attributes, characteristics and relationships within a 

building (Borrmann, 2011). 

3. ENERGY NEEDS ANALYSIS  
 

Recent times have seen a growing concern for the environment and trend to fight 

climate change. This influences almost every sector of society and many initiatives 

exist to make way for environmentally friendly alternatives. On a political level the 

German Energy Transition is an ever-present driver for the integration of clean energy. 

Also the European Union with its climate and energy frameworks implement guidelines 

in this direction, just to name a few. In Germany, approximately 40% of all energy is 

consumed in buildings, so naturally this sector also gains much attention. For example, 

the Renewable Heat Act, which requires new building owners to get a certain share of 

their heat from renewable energy sources. Furthermore, the Energy Conservation 

Ordinance (EnEV) is a big player in energy regulations with respects to buildings in 

Germany (German Energy Transition, 2012).  

 

Energy needs analysis is the collective assessment of energy streams in complex 

systems and the optimal conservation of it. This means ideally enhancing the energy 

production, storage, distribution and transfer (Borrmann, 2015). With regards to 

buildings this entails the optimization of the buildings envelope, which in turn 
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correlates to the necessary energy demands inside the building. This incorporates 

everything from the insulation of the building to the effective cooperation and 

efficiency of the used heating, ventilation, warm water and cooling components. The 

latter is typically summed up under the abbreviation HVAC, which stands for heating, 

ventilation and air condition. The improvement of all these factors aim to decrease the 

primary energy demand. These analyses can be implemented in any building be it a 

new one or through the modernization of an already existing one. Aside from raising 

the energy efficiency of a building, sources of the energy also play an important role. 

Thus the incorporation of renewable energy sources such as solar, earth or biomass 

energy have a positive effect on the energy portrayal of a building (EnEV, 2014).  

 

3.1. NORMATIVE REGULATIONS IN GERMANY 
In Germany, predominantly the Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV), which is 

required by law, provides the necessary requirements for new buildings, retrofittings 

and modernizations of buildings. It contains guidelines regarding the energy 

performance of the building envelope, the system facility efficiencies and the primary 

energy consumption. The Energy Saving Ordinance verifies a building with an energy 

performance certificate including an energy efficiency grade, based on the end energy 

consumption or need. The normative regulations outlining the calculation basis 

regarding total energy efficiency for the Energy Saving Ordinance are defined under 

DIN V 18599, DIN 4108 and DIN 4701 (EnEV, 2014).  

 

For the calculation according to the EnEV, a process known as the reference 

building process is implemented. This process is depicted in Figure 5, with Q being the 

value for the energy balance consisting of heat sources and heat sinks of the building 

as defined in DIN V 18599, DIN 4108 and DIN 4701 (Baunetz Wissen, 2008). 
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Figure 5: Reference building process 

 

Furthermore, specific reference values are required for the analysis which need to 

be calculated. These include the building’s effective area, heat-transfer enclosing 

surfaces, heated building volume, heated air volume, and the used as well as net floor 

area (Baunetz Wissen, 2008). 

 

Additionally, to better implement the requirements of sustainability in buildings, 

three categories for necessary evaluations have been outlined. These evaluations focus 

on the economical, ecological and sociocultural impacts of the building.  The 

economical evaluation considers the acquisition and construction costs, running costs 

and also demolition costs of a building. The ecological evaluation takes into account 

the optimal use of construction products and materials, reducing overall consumptions 

of water, heating and electricity, reduction of environmental impacts, land use of the 

building, primary energy demands and global warming potential.  Finally the 

sociocultural evaluation considers, aside from the aesthetic and design factors, 

evaluations on comfort and health.  This includes thermal, acoustic and visual comfort 

for inhabitants of the building (Baunetz Wissen, 2008).
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4. ENERGY PERFORMANCE SIMULATION  
 

In this chapter, building simulation with regards to energy analysis and the role of 

BIM will be examined. The special input requirements for energy performance 

simulation will be outlined, a general overview of the simulation tool architecture will 

be given and finally some information regarding simulation tools with regards to BIM 

will be discussed. 

 

4.1. INPUT FOR ENERGY PERFORMANCE SIMULATION  
Energy simulation software can be used to assess energy performance and thermal 

or lighting characteristics of a building, with the main intention of predicting the 

thermal comfort for its residents as well as the overall energy performance of the 

building. Input data which is required for this analysis consists of the building 

geometry, internal loads, weather data, HVAC system types, operating plans and 

schedules as well as other simulation specific parameters (Maile et al., 2007). Some of 

these key input data will be outlined and defined in the following. 

 

4.1.1. THERMAL BUILDING MODEL AND SPACE BOUNDARIES 

It is important to distinguish that the building geometry model as generated by 

the architect varies to that needed for energy simulation. Further specifications on the 

thermal properties are required and thus the geometry model for energy analysis is often 

rather referred to as a thermal building model or thermal view of the building model. 

This is done using space boundaries, which not always correspond to the walls created 

in the architectural model (Maile et al., 2007). 

 

While typically three-dimensional BIM models describe buildings as a system 

of objects representing construction elements such as walls, windows, doors, etc., 

energy analysis takes into account thermal spaces and thus views a building rather as a 

system of surfaces encompassing a space, which make up the individual construction 

elements themselves and furthermore the volume spaces or thermal zones they enclose. 

The direct surfaces which surround a space are known as “space boundaries”. These 

spaces must be affiliated with a defined building space and so space boundaries have 

been divided into several levels to take into account all the varying configurations and 
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relations of building elements, and the resulting spaces they generate (Rose, Bazjanac, 

2013). 

 

1st level space boundaries, as defined by Bazjanc, represent all surfaces which 

are continuously visible, 2nd level space boundaries are specializations of 1st level space 

boundaries where one-dimensional thermal transmissions takes place and 3rd through 

5th level space boundaries are the portions of 1st level space boundaries, where  no 

transmissions take place (Rose, Bazjanac, 2013). 

 

As illustrated in Figure 6, the single wall (WALL) separating the larger room 

from the neighbouring smaller rooms would have to be divided into multiple space 

boundaries. In this case it is divided into two 2nd level space boundary surfaces (SPACE 

BOUNDARY 1 & 2) and a rest area in between (in red). 

 

 

Figure 6: Difference between walls and space boundaries 

 

To reduce the effort of the data input, rooms which are thermally similar can be 

combined into thermal zones. Additionally, wall structures and material layers of the 

construction elements need to be assigned as well as the physical parameters of these 

such as density, thermal conductivity etc. (Borrmann, 2015). 
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4.1.2. INTERNAL LOADS AND EXTERNAL LOADS 

Internal loads are loads generated by people, lighting and equipment in a space. 

These are largely dependent on the actual usage of the space and behavior of the 

residents. External loads, on the other hand, are mainly dependant on weather and 

climate conditions. This is incorporated through statistically assembled weather data 

with respect to the location of the project (Maile et al., 2007).  

 

4.1.3. HVAC SYSTEMS 

Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning system configurations and their 

component parameters as well as the operating characteristics are also necessary as 

input for energy simulation (Maile et al., 2007).  

 

4.2. BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF SIMULATION TOOLS 
 

  

Figure 7: Basic construction of simulation tools (Maile et al., 2007) 

 

Simulation tools are generally made up of two components. One is the engine, 

where the actual simulation takes place. It uses input data of a distinct format which 

contains all of the information defined above, runs the simulation and then writes the 

output files with the simulation results as well as information on the simulation course 

itself. The second component is the graphical user interface. These are typically created 

by the software manufacturers. The graphical user interface encompasses this ‘input 
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data – simulation – output data’ process and facilitates a more user-friendly support of 

the process. This includes easing the input of the files and displaying the results  (Maile, 

et al., 2007). 

 

4.3. BIM AND ENERGY SIMULATION 
For the actual execution of exchanging the data between the building information 

model and the energy simulation tool, various steps are necessary. After the building 

model has been created in an application software, this application needs to successfully 

save the model into a data format and more importantly store all the required 

information. Finally the receiving simulation tool needs to effectively import the model 

from the data format (Maile et al., 2013). 

 

 

Figure 8: Basic exchange process between BIM and energy simulation tools 

 

While this describes the generic geometry conversion process, in practice it works 

as follows. After the product model has been created in a BIM system and exported, 

this model has to be verified for the compliance of the data qualities which fulfill the 

requirements in creating a thermal view of the building model as described above. 

Moreover, the other parameters such as HVAC systems and other loads, also outlined 

above, need to be assigned to the model. Once all the necessary data is at hand, the 

simulation and finally energy evaluation can take place (Borrmann, 2015). 

 

This process depends largely on the data formats used and the capabilities of these 

formats to store and transfer the necessary information to the energy simulation tool. 

The common data exchange formats most widely used are IFC and gbXML (Borrmann, 

2015). The following chapters will examine these two formats along with another one 

used in the simulation domain, in greater detail. 
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Figure 9: Extend of data exchange in the simulation domain (O’Donnell et al., 2012) 

 
 Up until now, to perform energy simulations, an analysis expert has to gather 

all of the data for the simulation and (re)create the model in the simulation tool. This 

process is very labor-intensive, costly and all too often error-prone (Moon et al., 2011). 

 

Some of the benefits of improving the integration of BIM into energy analysis 

would include the optimization of the design in early stages, thorough documentation 

of the process, more exact calculations as well as a greater level of transparency 

(Nasyrov et al., 2014). 
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5. DATA EXCHANGE FORMATS FOR ENERGY 

SIMULATION 
 

In this chapter, the important common data formats for the exchange between BIM 

and energy simulation tools will be introduced. 

  

5.1. INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASSES (IFC) 

 

Figure 10: Logo – buildingSMART (www.buildingsmart.org) 

 

As touched upon previously, to address the complications in data exchange for the 

many manufacturer-specific interfaces that result from the necessary exchange with the 

varying application software solutions in the BIM working methods, the International 

Alliance for Interoperability, short IAI, was founded in 1996. In 2008 the IAI changed 

its name to buildingSMART. The founding goal of the organisation was to create an 

open standard as a solution to the interoperability challenge, that is, the complete 

information exchange between the varying software programs being used in the 

building and facility management industry. Thus the open and neutral data standard, 

IFC was established (buildingSMART, 2014). 

 

The IFC format is ISO-certified and defined in ISO 16739:2013. The outline of the 

data is based on STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data), which are 

specifications for the structuring of data and defined in ISO 10303.  The conceptual 

schema is written in EXPRESS, which is a declarative language for the description of 

object oriented data models defined in ISO10303-11. The exchange file of IFC, written 

with the suffix “.ifc”,  is the so-called “STEP physical file” format and defined in ISO 

10303-21 (buildingSMART Canada, 2015). More on the structure of the IFC file will 

be demonstrated in a later chapter. 

 

IFC enables the exchange of the object oriented modelling information of a 

building. It encompasses not only the geometry but also links alphanumeric information 
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to the building objects and maintains the relationships among them. The actual 

implementation of the comprehensive data in IFC is always customised for one or more 

exchange requirements of the building industry. This is executed through Model View 

Definitions, short MVD, which define a user specific subset of the IFC schema 

(buildingSMART, 2014). An MVD for building energy simulation has been defined in 

the MVD for Concept Design to Building Energy Analysis under “BSA-002” MVD 

(OGC and buildingSMART 2009). 

  

The current version of the IFC standard is IFC4, released in 2013. The 

implementation of a new standard depends largely on the software manufactures to 

integrate import and export interfaces. This is presently still in progress and so in the 

building practice, the previous version IFC 2x3 is still the commonly used one 

(Borrmann, 2015). IFC4 presents itself as especially interesting for the use in energy 

simulation software as it has added energy related building and facility data. These 

include thermal boundary surfaces, as described in the previous chapter, as well as more 

building service components such as boilers and pumps for the object-specific 

information exchange (buildingSMART, 2014).  

 

5.2. GREEN BUILDING EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE 

(gbXML) 

 

Figure 11: Logo- Green Building Extensible Markup Language (www.gbxml.org) 

 

The gbXML schema was developed by Green Building Studio with the support of 

the California Energy Commission Public Interest Energy Research Program (PIER) 

and the California Utilities (Dong et al., 2007). It aims to become an industry standard 

and many of the leading software manufacturers support the format. It was especially 

created for data exchange in engineering analysis tools and is by now one of the most 

widely used formats in the BIM and simulation industry. gbXML is developed based 

on the Extensible Markup Language, short XML (gbXML, 2016). XML is a widely 
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used open source format and is therefore easily implemented by software developers 

(Dong et al., 2007). The conceptual scheme is written using Extensible Markup 

Language Schema Definition, short XSD (W3C, 2015).  

 

5.3. SIMULATION DOMAIN MODEL (SimModel/SimXML) 
Simulation Domain Model, SimModel, is an interoperable XML-based data model 

for the simulation domain. It is “largely a union of the IFC data scheme and the input 

data scheme for EnergyPlus.” (Simergy, 2013).  The format aims to facilitate 

interoperability within the simulation domain and moreover across the entire building 

project including the architecture, engineering, construction etc. industries. As Figure 

12 demonstrates it can depict many different formats including IFC and gbXML 

representations, which makes it ideal as an extensive data container for simulation tools. 

It aims to address the problem of interoperability for schema definitions used in the 

simulation domain and lack of standards when it comes to simulation tool interfaces, 

which often need custom editing tools (O’Donnell at al., 2012). 

 

 

 

Figure 12: “Interoperable data exchange enabled by SimModel. This solution enables 

re-use of original project data as contained in an IFC based BIM (bi-directional 

mapping) and data from other sources (import only)”, (O’Donnell, 2012)
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6. DATA EVALUATION 
 

To identify the differences in the data formats and possibly draw some conclusions, 

the contents of the exported IFC file and gbXML file, which are the most widely used 

ones in the domain, will be looked at in closer detail with regards to the structure and 

information of the data they exchange. 

 

6.1. IFC 
As previously mentioned, the standard exchange file for IFC is the “STEP-file” 

with the suffix “.ifc”, also referred to as the STEP physical file or IFC-SPF for short 

(buildingSMART, 2014). The content is represented using EXPRESS language. This 

language implements the object oriented principles as outlined earlier and so describes 

instances of classes (referred to as “entities” in EXPRESS) with attributes and the 

relationships amongst them.  

 

An IFC-SPF is divided into the two components “header” and “data”. The header 

contains general information on the IFC version used, the application used to export 

the file, date and time of the export as well as optionally information on the name or 

company of the data.  

 

The data section contains all of the actual instances for the description of the model. 

Every instance is expressed with a specific STEP-ID, entity type name and attributes  

(Liebich, 2009). The overall architecture of the data content of an IFC-SPF will be 

outlined in the following. 

 

 Generally IFC is made up of four conceptual layers. These layers build up on each 

other with increasing levels of detail from the lowest to the highest. The lowest layer is 

the “Resource Layer”. This layer includes resource definitions without any user 

specification. An example of this is “QuantityResource” which contains 

“ifcQuantityLength” and describes the basic unit of measurement length 

(buildingSMART, 2007). 
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The next higher layer is the “Core Layer”. In this layer the “Kernel” and its “core 

extensions” are defined. It describes the fundamental structure of the IFC object model, 

which is referenced and further specialised in the following layers. These group 

together entity definitions from the resource layer and also form relationships between 

them. An example of this is “IfcPropertySet” which is a container class defining a 

particular type of object. They can be assigned to other objects through an objectified 

relationship, “IfcRelDefinedByProperties” (buildingSMART, 2007).  

 

The third layer is the “Interoperability Layer”. This layer contains schemes 

containing entity definitions that are specific to a general application. Thus information 

can be exchanged between one or more architecture, engineering or construction (AEC) 

domain. An example of this would be “IfcWallStandardCase” (buildingSMART, 

2007). 

 

Finally the fourth and highest layer is the “Domain Layer”. This layer is specialised 

for one certain discipline and enables the intra-domain exchange. Examples of these 

domains are architecture, electrical or HVAC (buildingSMART, 2007). 

 

To gain a better understanding of the assembly of the IFC data according to the ISO 

10303-21 standard, a simple structure has been created in the building information 

modeling software Autodesk Revit 2017 and exported to IFC. In a new project a model 

was generated using basic building components. As previously mentioned, for the 

investigation of energy related analysis, spaces and their relation to other spaces with 

regards to thermal properties are a main focus. Thus, a simple structure consisting of 

three adjoining rooms, encased by exterior walls, a floor and a ceiling was modelled. 

For the exterior wall a ‘Basic Wall Exterior – Block on Mtl. Stud’ was used, the interior 

walls were created using ‘Basic Wall Interior-135mm Partition, the floor was made 

using ‘Generic Floor-400mm’ and for the ceiling, ‘Basic Ceiling Generic’ was utilised 

from the Architecture Building library. 
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Figure 13: Wireframe graphic display of model in Autodesk Revit 2017 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Floor plan view of model in Autodesk Revit 2017 

 

After the room bounding elements have been generated, Autodesk Revit requires 

the assignment of spaces and rooms for certain analyses. 

 

Rooms are an architectural component giving information on occupied areas and 

can be generated automatically in Autodesk Revit. Spaces can also be generated 
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automatically and contain parameters relevant for the volume analysis in the MEP, 

short for mechanical, electrical, plumbing engineering, disciplines. 

 

 

Figure 15: Rooms generated in Autodesk Revit 2017 with tags: 1, 2 and 3 

 

This model is now exported in IFC 2x3. The following takes a closer look at the 

exported data content of the IFC file. 

 

The building components used in this model are represented through object classes 

defined in the “Shared Building Elements” of the Interoperability Layer. The 

description of components and their properties will be shown in the example of one of 

the exterior walls. 

 

COMPONENTS 
#649=  

IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE('0qTD5fA1D3evpFlQW_ZZK5',#41,'Basic 

Wall:Exterior - Block on Mtl. Stud:199991',$,'Basic Wall:Exterior - Block on Mtl. 

Stud:75447',#622,#647,'199991'); 
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There were six walls used for this model, each one defined as an 

“IfcWallStandardCase” as in the example above. Position #649 represents one of the 

exterior walls. #622 and #647 describe the geometric location of the object through 

starting and ending coordinates as well as the relative placement and shape of the wall 

through “IfcLocalPlacement” and “IfcShapeRepresentation” (buildingSMART, 2007). 

 

Basic attributes of this entity such as the measurements can be found in 

“IfcElementQuantity” and are brought into relation to the wall through 

“IfcRelDefinesByProperties” (buildingSMART, 2007).  

 

#664= 

IFCELEMENTQUANTITY('0vIuE3RGv2qhz4ZABUg1zF',#41,'BaseQuantities',$,$,(

#658,#659,#660,#661,#662,#663)); 

 

#666= 

IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zX0cxiFX1gOysd2dDANJD',#41,$,$,(#649), 

#664); 

 

The properties of the entity “IfcElementQuantity” are contained in the Resource 

Layer and provide information on height, length, width, area and volume of the 

component (buildingSMART, 2007). 

 

#658= IFCQUANTITYLENGTH('Height',$,$,2700.00000000005); 

#659= IFCQUANTITYLENGTH('Length',$,$,6742.); 

#660= IFCQUANTITYLENGTH('Width',$,$,460.); 

#661= IFCQUANTITYAREA('GrossFootprintArea',$,$,3.10132); 

#662= IFCQUANTITYAREA('GrossSideArea',$,$,18.2034000000004); 

#663= IFCQUANTITYVOLUME('GrossVolume',$,$,8.37356400000016); 

 

Information regarding the properties of the layers, which make up the wall are 

represented in “IfcMaterialLayerSet” and brought into relation to the wall through 

“IfcRelAssociatesMaterial” (buildingSMART, 2007). 

 

#1190= 

IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('0MEh5UC_H4nvKMD9Jzsq_Z',#41,$,$,(#649),

#752) 

 

#752= IFCMATERIALLAYERSETUSAGE(#745,.AXIS2.,.NEGATIVE.,230.); 

#745= IFCMATERIALLAYERSET((#739,#741,#742,#743,#744),'Basic 

Wall:Exterior - Block on Mtl. Stud'); 
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#745 lists all of the layer components making up the wall and these, which are 

defined by “IfcMaterialLayer”, give information on the properties such as material used 

and width of the layer. 

 

#739= IFCMATERIALLAYER(#670,200.,$); 

#670= IFCMATERIAL('Concrete Masonry Units (1)'); 

 

#741= IFCMATERIALLAYER(#683,76.,$); 

#683= IFCMATERIAL('Air');   etc. 

 

Further non-graphical information of the wall is contained in “IfcPropertySet” and 

connected to the component via “ifcRelDefinesByProperties” (buildingSMART, 

2007). 

 

#762= 

IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kis98QO90cu0q82hzbbMz',#41,$,$,(#649), 

#760); 

 

#760= 

IFCPROPERTYSET('0qTD5fA1D3evpFjbK_ZZK5',#41,'Pset_WallCommon',$,( 

#755,#756,#757,#758,#759)); 

 

#758= 

 IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('IsExternal',$,IFCBOOLEAN(.T.),$); 

 

#759= 

IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('ThermalTransmittance',$,IFCTHERMALTRANS

MITTANCEMEASURE(0.105562160638337),$); 

 

In this example we find the property set “Pset_WallCommon” of the entity 

“IfcWallStandardCase” which contains the non-graphical information of a wall such as 

whether it is external or load bearing as well as values on the thermal transmittance. 

The thermal transmittance defines the thermal transmittance coefficient also known as 

the u-value of the component. This is needed to calculate energy transfer through 

materials. 

 

 This sums up the attributes and properties of the example 

“IfcWallStandardCase” of one of the external walls used in the model. All of the 

building components used in the model; walls, ceiling and floor, are defined in the same 
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manner regarding attributes and properties. The other three external walls are listed 

under #790, #839 and #880. The two interior walls can be found under #931 and #1001. 

 

The floor of the model is defined in the entity “IfcSlab” under the identifier 

#1048 and the ceiling as “IfcCovering” under the identifier #1106. Some of these 

identifiers of the components of the model will be needed later on. 

 

ROOMS 
 Rooms, as have been generated in the model, are defined in the IFC entity 

“IfcSpace”. 

 

#152= 

IFCSPACE('0qTD5fA1D3evpFlQW_ZYl$',#41,'1',$,$,#135,#148,'Room',.ELEMEN

T.,.INTERNAL.,$); 

 

It represents a bounded area or volume and once again gives information on shape and 

location via “Ifcplacement” and “IfcShapeRepresentation”. Furthermore, as in the case 

wall, information on basic quantities such as height, perimeter and volume are defined 

(“IfcElementQuantity”) as well as non-graphical parameters (“IfcPropertySet”) 

(buildingSMART, 2007). The rooms generated in the model are found under the 

identifiers #152 for Room 1, #290 for Room 2 and #409 for Room 3. 

 

SPACE BOUNDARIES 
 The physical or virtual boundaries of a space are defined in 

“IfcRelSpaceBoundary” (buildingSMART, 2007). 

 

#1223= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('3MTRTKRVr3aQPrTdEZCUJO',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#649,#170,.PHYSICAL.,.EXTERNAL.); 

 

#170= IFCCONNECTIONSURFACEGEOMETRY(#169,$);  

 

#169= IFCCURVEBOUNDEDPLANE(#168,#163,$); 

#168= IFCPLANE(#167); 
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#163= IFCPOLYLINE((#9,#157,#159,#161,#9));  

 

The IFC exchange file can only contain boundaries of one level, either 1st or 

2nd. As seen in the example above, 2nd level space boundaries were chosen for this 

model. Furthermore the space and the building element providing the boundary are 

referenced. Here #152 can be identified, which was Room 1 and #649, which was one 

of the exterior walls. In #170 the connection geometry is given, which is defined in 

“IfcConnectionSurfaceGeometry”. It also contains information on whether the space 

boundary is physical or virtual. A physical space boundary is encased by a physical 

element, while a virtual one is encased by a virtual element such as an opening. Finally 

information on whether the bounding space is internal or external is given 

(buildingSMART, 2010). 

 

#1223= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('3MTRTKRVr3aQPrTdEZCUJO',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#649,#170,.PHYSICAL.,.EXTERNAL.); 

 

#1225= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('0vI4DyDbH2Kg7OzMRWR2hp',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#790,#184,.PHYSICAL.,.EXTERNAL.); 

 

#1226= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('3foqHgLeD0dhZ412rMGy_L',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#835,#198,.PHYSICAL.,.EXTERNAL.); 

 

#1227= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('2nxeqXIoL5ZAf$m$Hm1lg6',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#1048,#226,.PHYSICAL.,.INTERNAL.); 

 

#1228= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('2YthZXunzCSxIzF_XgYdNm',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#931,#240,.PHYSICAL.,.INTERNAL.); 

 

#1229= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('1jnwQ19nn9hATamurmDFjx',#41,'2ndLevel',$, 

#152,#931,#254,.PHYSICAL.,.INTERNAL.); 

 

These are all of the space boundaries encasing Room 1 (#152). #1048 was the 

floor of the model and #931 was the long interior wall separating Room 1 from Rooms 

2 and 3. These both have non-exterior spaces on the adjacent side of the boundary and 

are thus defined as “Internal”. While it has correctly separated the interior wall into two 
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separate 2nd level space boundaries, it fails to define the surface in-between the two 

boundaries. This is the area connected to the perpendicularly attached second interior 

wall. This should be defined as a non-transmitting 3rd level space boundary. While 

“IfcRelSpaceBoundary” can distinguish this, it has failed to do so in the model. 

“IfcRelSpaceBoundary” divides 2nd level space boundaries, depending on what kind of 

element there is on the other side. It defines boundaries with a space behind it as 2a and 

boundaries with no space behind it, but rather a physical element with 2b 

(buildingSMART, 2010). Figure 16 depicts the difference.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: 2nd level space boundary types in "IfcRelSpaceBoundary"  

(buildingSMART, 2010) 

 
It is unclear as to why IFC has not distinguished the two types of 2nd level Space 

Boundaries in this model. As a comparison, a further export with the same model has 

been made using the latest IFC Version 4, which as mentioned previously, has included 

improvements for energy analysis. The differentiation of 2nd level space boundaries was 

not implemented in this file exchange either. 

 

#1386= 

IFCRELSPACEBOUNDARY('2mi5yGtxv3gPIE2c_YNeYO',#42,'2ndLevel',$,#171,

#1161,#245,.PHYSICAL.,.INTERNAL.); 
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The “$” is where the 2a or 2b value should be seen. Perhaps this represents one of the 

limitations with interoperability in the exchanged data of IFC and the Autodesk Revit 

Application. 

 

6.2. gbXML 
The same model was exported to gbXML from Autodesk Revit. gbXML is based on 

the Extensible Markup Language, short XML, format. When exporting to a gbXML file, 

a “Settings” dialog allows for specifications of the building to be added in Autodesk 

Revit. These include data on the building type and the location of the building, amongst 

others, as displayed in Figure 17. The export Settings dialog enables further 

information, important for the energy analysis in either Autodesk Revit or third party 

analysis applications. While this enriches the data, it also presents a dependency on the 

Autodesk Revit application.  

 

 

Figure 17: Export of gbXML file Settings dialog 

 

 The following will take a closer look at the data contained in the gbXML file 

exported from Autodesk Revit. The main components of the geometry information 

imported from the modelling tools are represented by the “Campus” element. Within 
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the Campus, the child elements “Location”, “Building” and “Surface” are represented. 

The outline of the file is displayed in Figure 18.  

 

 

Figure 18: gbXML file structure of model 

 

GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION IN gbXML 
gbXML has two different representations of geometry and often more than one is 

used to define the geometry of an element. While they carry the exact same geometry 

information, this was implemented to double-check that the translation of the geometry 

from the modelling software is correct (Dong et al., 2007). The two types of geometry 

representation will be listed and defined in the following. To visualize the 

representation, the geometry and coordinates of the exterior wall “Surface” with the 

“Name” “N-1-E-W-1” as shown in the following Figure will be used. 
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Figure 20: Planar Geometry of exterior wall in GeoGebra 

 
RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY 

Rectangular Geometry, on the other hand, is defined through the Cartesian point 

coordinates of only the starting point of the surface (Dong et al., 2007) while the rest 

of the surface is defined over the numerical values for height, width, tilt and orientation 

(Autodesk, 2016). 

 

<RectangularGeometryid="aim0220"> 

<Azimuth>0</Azimuth> 

<CartesianPoint> 

<Coordinate>5.80665</Coordinate> 

<Coordinate>3.907938</Coordinate> 

<Coordinate>0</Coordinate> 

</CartesianPoint> 

<Tilt>90</Tilt> 

<Width>3.14100003242493</Width> 

<Height>2.70000004768372</Height> 

</RectangularGeometry> 

 

In comparison, IFC merely uses the starting coordinates, the vector of the baseline 

and the representation of the body generated. gbXML is therefore much more extensive 

when it comes to the geometric representations of the model and building components. 
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With the geometry definitions in mind, the following will go into further details about 

the child elements of the data section in Campus. 

 

LOCATION 
Under the “Location” element, the location of the building, as chosen in the export 

setting, is displayed by name, latitude and longitude as well as elevation. Furthermore 

a station identifier of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) is given for 

weather data and station documentation under “StationId” (gbXML, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 21: Location element in gbXML 

 
BUILDING 

In the Building element of the file, a “Building id” is assigned and the 

“buildingType”, as also chosen in the export setting, is listed. Furthermore, the address 

and area of the building are given. The “BuildingStoreyId” captures the building’s 

storey structure. A Storey element is implemented for each level created in the model. 

The Storey element contains the “Name”, “Level” and “Planar Geometry” of each level 

implemented in the modelled building. The Building element also contains information 

on the spaces in the model via the “Space” element. Once again, the element is assigned 

an id, the “Space id” and referenced to the storey of the building on which it is located 

via “buildingStoreyIdRef”. The Space element also lists information on the area and 

volume of each space as well as the Planar Geometry and “ShellGeometry” (Autodesk, 

2016). The ShellGeometry defines an enclosed casing. It has the child element 

“ClosedShell” which defines the individual three-dimensional enclosures. It is 

implemented to define a union of closed shells with no intersections (gbXML, 2016). 

Furthermore a “SpaceBoundary” element is assigned which contains geometry data 

defining a space volume, where each face has a reference to a “surfaceId”.It then gives 

a Boolean true or false value on whether the boundary defined is a 2nd level space 
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boundary via “isSecondLevelBoundary” (Autodesk, 2016). Figure 22 shows the 

structure of the Building element. 

 

 

Figure 22: Building element in gbXML 

 

As seen in Figure 22, the space boundaries of the model have not been identified in 

the gbXML file. A reason for this could be the varying representation methods of how 

space areas, volumes and boundary surfaces can be defined in Autodesk Revit. There 

is a 5-10% variation in manually authored energy analysis model measures, which 

present a source for inconsistencies and lack of reliable result in models. Furthermore, 

space area, volume and boundary surfaces are all independent items, which means they 

can contain small gaps between them (Autodesk.com, 2016). 

 

SURFACES 
In the first line of the “Surface” element, “Surface id” and “surfaceType” are 

given. The surfaceType is determined through the source and the space adjacencies of 

the element. If the source element is “Wall” as is the case in the example, the type is 

determined as follows. One space adjacency generates the type “ExteriorWall” as is 
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seen in the example of the model. Two space adjacencies define the type 

“InteriorWall”. The types for the source elements “Floor” and “Roof” are determined 

similarly. Moreover, the relativity of the surface to the sun is taken into account via 

“exposedToSun” which is assigned a Boolean value of true or false. After this, 

reference is made to a “Construction id” via “constructionIdRef” (Autodesk, 2016). 

The Construction element will be described later.   

 

 

Figure 23: Surface element in gbXML 

 

As Figure 23 shows, the “AdjacentSpaceId” is referenced in the next line. This is 

the adjacent space as mentioned earlier to determine the surfaceType. Following this is 

the Planar Geometry of the surface. “CADObjectId” then lists the building components 

as used in Autodesk Revit, in this case “Basic Wall: Exterior - Block on Mtl. Stud” 

which was the wall type used to create the exterior walls in the model. The last line of 

the Surface element defines a “Name”. The schema for the generation of the Name is 

as follows. The first letter gives the orientation of the surface represented through 

N/NE/E/SE/S/SW/W as the cardinal directions, or if the surface is horizontal, “T” for 

top or “B” for bottom. The next value in the name states the space number. After that 

“E” / “I”/ “U” is given to define exposure; exterior, interior, underground. The next 

value states the type via one of the letters “W” / “C” / “R” / “F” for wall, roof, ceiling 

or floor. The last value in the Name gives a sequence number (Autodesk, 2016). Thus 
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in the example shown: “E-1-E-W-1” represents one of the exterior walls of Room 1 of 

the model, facing eastwards with the sequence number 1. 

 

CONSTRUCTION 
After the Campus section further elements of the type “Construction id”, “Layer id” 

and “Material id” are listed. 

 

Figure 24: Construction id, Layer id and Material id in gbxml 

 

The Construction element is referenced via “constructionIdRef”. This was the case 

for all wall Surfaces of the model. This element contains information on the 

combination of layers contained in building elements such as walls. At the bottom of 

the element, the Name is stated as the Figure above demonstrates. The Construction 

element in this model with the id “aim0155” defines the exterior walls used in the 

model: the “Basic Wall: Exterior – Block on Mtl. Stud”. Above the name is a reference 

to a “Layerid” element via “layerIdRef”. The LayerId contains a lists all of the material 

components of the wall with “MaterialId” and once again a reference to this element 
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via “materialIdRef”. The MaterialId, in turn, states the Name of the material along with 

further material properties. These properties include the “R-value” which is the thermal 

resistance of the material layer with a given thickness. This is calculated by dividing 

the thickness of the material through the conductivity. Further properties include the 

“Thickness”, describing the distance across which heat loss occurs in the material, 

“Conductivity” which is the measure of the material’s ability to conduct heat, “Density” 

which describes the material mass per unit volume and finally also the “Specific Heat” 

which defines the amount of heat required to heat an object per unit mass by one degree. 

The unit of measurements for all of the properties are also included (Autodesk, 2016).   

 

Back in the Construction element, further property values of the overall component 

comprised of the different layers are also included. These are the “U-value 

unit”,“Absorptance unit” and the “Roughness value” (Autodesk, 2016).  
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7. CONCLUSION 
 

The implementation of the BIM Method in the building and construction sector is 

in the process of revolutionising the industry. While the concepts and processes of the 

method enable many new capabilities, its seamless integration is still in many ways in 

progress. While BIM as a data base encompasses an extensive amount of data on the 

entire lifecycle of a building, its many interfaces to the numerous stakeholders involved 

still present a vulnerability. This underlines the importance of successfully 

implementing an open data exchange standard. 

 

With sustainability of buildings being an increasing factor in society and a more 

and more critical look at the energy consumptions of buildings, the need for proper 

analysis is immense. As the main focus of this paper is energy needs analysis and the 

capabilities of integrating it into the BIM process, a closer look at the common data 

exchange formats in the domain was necessary. An important component for the energy 

simulation process is the proper representation of the geometric data, more specifically, 

the thermal representations in the geometry. For this, it is necessary for the data to 

properly represent far more than simply the construction components of a building. It 

needs the proper representation of the surfaces of components, that is, the boundaries 

of spaces and relation to adjacent spaces.  

 

IFC plays a large role for BIM. Through its development for the entire building and 

construction domain, its holistic approach to storing data holds many possibilities. 

However, the acceptance of its direct import is still not widespread in many of the user 

interfaces of the simulation tools. The approach of Model View Definitions, shows 

much potential, though only if both the export and import applications are supporting 

these. When it comes to its geometric representations, in comparison to gbXML, it is 

far less extensive and thus, through the exchange process data can be lost.  

 

gbXML, on the other hand, was designed especially for the exchange in the 

simulation domain. The standard contents exchanged in the gbXML are primarily for 

the geometric data. Additional data necessary for energy simulation were only able to 

be added with the additional Settings dialog in Autodesk Revit. Therefore, the inclusion 
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of the further necessities such as location and thermal spaces, limit gbXML to software 

applications specifically for its use.  

 

While both of the common exchange data formats have been developed on different 

premises, the proper representation of the space boundaries as necessary, still seems to 

present a problem. Since a simulation is only as valid as its inputted data, the concept 

becomes moot if the exchanged information of the original application is not validly 

interpreted. For now, the domain will continue to rely on analysis experts to manually 

correct the needed data for the simulation and the large potential of implementing the 

successful exchange into the BIM method will still need development.  

8. OUTLOOK 
 

The seamless integration of energy analysis tools with the BIM method presents 

immense potential for not only the building and construction sector, but for a more 

environmentally friendly future. In its current state of implementation, many problems 

still exist with the interoperability between BIM applications and energy analysis tools, 

which make it a costly and labor-intensive process. However, research and motivation 

in this domain are thriving. 

 

On a technological level, the development of the different MVD’s for the IFC 

format, as well as the foundation of the SimModel demonstrate the ongoing positive 

developments in the domain. 

 

Moreover, incentives of the government to implement binding regulations for the 

use in Germany and the rest of the world, as well as the motivations of organisations 

such as the VDI and DIN will strengthen the application of BIM in the building sector. 

Through this, it will inevitably spill over into all of its applications and interfaces and 

organically support its adaption, further development and optimization. 
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CAD:                Computer Aided Design 

BIM:                  Building Information Modelling 

AEC:              Architecture, Engineering and Construction 

NBIMS:          National Building Information Model Standard Project Commitee 

NBIS:            National Insitute for Building Sciences 

VDI:              Verein Deutscher Ingenieure 

DIN:                     Deutsches Institut für Normung 

OOM:                  Object Oriented Modelling 

OOA:         Object Oriented Analysis 

OOD:                        Object Oriented Design 

OOP:            Object Oriented Programming 

IFC:               Industry Foundation Classes 

EnEV:                  Energieeinsparverordnung 

HVAC:         Heating, Ventilation and Air-condition 

gbXML:                    Green Building eXtensible Markup Language 

IAI:                International Alliance for Interoperability 

STEP:               Standard for the Exchange of Product model data 

MVD:             Model View Definitions 

XML:                         Extensible Markup Language 

XSD:                 Extensible Markup Language Schema Definition 

MEP:                                              Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing engineers 

WMO:                        World Meteorological Organisation 
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